
One complete policy. One less worry.
Precision-built coverage for today’s 
manufacturing risks.

Rely on the simplicity and customization of CNA Paramount®.  

For the customized property, crime, general liability and umbrella coverages needed to meet the demands of businesses, 
manufacturers look to CNA Paramount® for a package policy that’s easy to understand. CNA has experience writing for a broad 
range of industry codes and is the endorsed carrier for two of the nation’s leading manufacturing trade associations. We’ve used 
our experience to develop a contemporary, integrated and customizable package policy designed for the unique characteristics of 
commercial manufacturers.

Coverages and provisions that  
manufacturers need most.

CNA Paramount® offers manufacturers a range of essential 
coverages. Property and general liability coverage highlights for 
eligible and qualified insureds include:

Dependent property time element coverage  
(contingent business interruption) 
The CNA Paramount® Business Property Coverage Part  
offers coverage for business income loss resulting from direct 
loss caused by a covered peril to properties not owned or 
operated by the insured, but upon whom the insured depends 
on for business.

Accidental marring or scratching of molds,  
dyes, patterns or plates 
Unique and expensive manufacturing property in the care, 
custody or control of the Named Insured, if damaged, can  
be extremely costly. Coverage is available under the 
Manufacturers Property Extension Endorsement for marring and 
scratching of molds, dies, patterns or plates — owned by the 
Named Insured or owned by others in the Named Insured’s care, 
custody or control. 

Supply chain disruption 
Coverage in case a business income loss is incurred from 
physical loss or damage caused by a covered peril to property at 
a premises operated by others that delivers materials or services 
to scheduled dependent properties. 

Valuation for finished stock and selling price 
Under the valuation section of the First Party Terms and 
Conditions we’ve built in that finished stock and merchandise 
which has been sold and not delivered will be valued at the 
regular cash selling price less certain costs and charges.

Processing water costs and expenses 
The CNA Paramount® Manufacturers Property Extension 
Endorsement offers coverage for the costs and expenses 
incurred by the Named Insured for the replacement and 
transportation of water to certain locations to continue 
operations due to a lack of water supply at such location.

Product recall expense coverage 
Few events can damage brand integrity or challenge long-term 
success more than a product recall. CNA Paramount® offers 
an extensive Product Recall Expense Coverage endorsement 
with certain first and third party coverages, to help manage the 
financial impact that may ensue from a product recall.

Additional coverage from an insurer  
you can trust.

Other key coverages available from CNA include:

• Cyber Liability
• International Exposures
• Manufacturer’s Errors & Omissions
• Employment Practices Liability
• Limited Pollution Liability
• Ocean Cargo
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Find risk vulnerabilities before a claim occurs 
with CNA Risk Control services — the only 
organization with UL Recognized Risk Engineers. 

CNA offers a wide range of programs, services, and classes to 
assist manufacturing companies in keeping their employees safe, 
profitable and fully operational.

Business continuity planning 
Organizations that fail to begin regular business functions within 
72 hours after a disaster occurs are at a greater risk of going out 
of business than those that do. That is why every business should 
develop and implement a business continuity plan. Our Business 
Continuity Certified specialists, in partnership with our allied 
vendors, offer experience that organizations can use to prepare 
the most constructive course of action to pursue in the event of a 
disaster, and reduce the impact of any business interruption.

Supply chain 
If a critical supplier experiences a business interruption due 
to equipment breakdown, a fire or weather-related event, the 
impact can be the same as if it were a company’s own facility. 
Advance planning can help minimize the impact that a supply 
chain interruption has on a company’s bottom line.

Reducing catastrophes and employee injuries 
Reducing catastrophes and employee injuries goes beyond 
simply making sure a floor isn’t slippery. Workspaces should be 
evaluated from a process management standpoint. By observing 
five practices, manufacturers can boost employee productivity 
and product quality. Equally important, firms can also reduce 
employee injuries and exposure for fires and other catastrophes 
that can shut them down — permanently.

Prompt, attentive and customer-focused  
claim management. 

Our philosophy is simple — manage claims quickly, fairly and 
accurately. For claim services that exceed the expectations of 
manufacturers, look no further than CNA. We strive to be the 
industry’s best claim organization and, according to our clients, 
we’re on the right track. Our customer survey results reflect our 
clients’ satisfaction with our claim service. Our claim professionals 
are here to support manufacturers — across the country and 
around the clock.

With CNA Paramount® you can expect:

• A robust coverage solution with basic and additional 
coverages in a single package

• A modular form for easily tailored coverages
• A concise and forward-thinking design resulting in a cleaner 

and easier-to-understand policy form
• Underwriting, claim and risk control teams comprised of 

experienced individuals working together to provide tailored 
insurance solutions

Count on our stability and financial strength.  

With an “A” rating for financial strength from A.M. Best, CNA has 
the resources and tools to assist businesses in mitigating their 
risks. Additionally, we offer:

• Local underwriting authority
• A broad product portfolio with the ability to write a broad 

range of property and casualty risks
• Nationwide risk control services to help assess and address 

risk exposures
• Claim support services in all 50 states and more than 150 

countries around the world

When it comes to finding an insurer with the industry knowledge 
and experience to better understand our customers’ needs 
… we can show you more.® 

For additional information, please visit www.cna.com/manufacturing.
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